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TO: All Safety Leadership and Operations Management 

FROM: Distracted Operations Subcommittee 

SUBJECT: Sterile Wheelhouse Guidance for Tugboat and Towboat Companies

The attached document is intended to provide guidance for tugboat and towboat 
companies who want to introduce the sterile wheelhouse concept on their vessels. 
In 2019, AWO conducted a survey that found that most carrier members had 
procedures in place that limited their crewmembers’ use of personal electronic 
devices. Since then, the conversation has evolved to how companies can help their 
crewmembers manage distractions more comprehensively. Several companies have 
moved toward the “sterile wheelhouse” concept for their vessels, due to findings 
from incident investigations and researching best practices from the aviation 
industry. Based on their findings, and the feedback of the AWO Distracted 
Operations Subcommittee Team Bravo, below is guidance for tugboat and towboat 
companies who want to introduce the sterile wheelhouse concept on their vessels. 

Note! This guidance is designed to aid safety professionals in development of a 
company specific sterile wheelhouse policy. Your company’s operations and 
safety policies may warrant special consideration and alternative procedures to 
ensure safe navigation.  

No part of this guidance is meant to supersede the authority of the master.  
For further information related to distraction operation mitigation training 
and policy guidance, please contact AWO’s Safety Leadership Advisory Panel, 
regarding the Distracted Operations Subcommittee.  

Committee Chair – Mary McCarthy
Committee Chair – Angie Fay 
AWO Safety Director – Mike Breslin 
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Guidance for formation of a Sterile Wheelhouse Policy 

1. Determine your company’s definition of a sterile wheelhouse. This could include: 

 Restricting Wheelmen’s use of personal electronic devices, doing paperwork (on the computer or hard 

copy), talking on the radio, in-person conversation, etc. unless it is directly related to work at hand 

 Requiring Wheelmen to focus solely on the task at hand and individuals working 

2. Explain what conditions trigger a sterile wheelhouse 

 These could be general or specific 

 Consider identifying “critical tasks” during a typical Wheelmen’s watch, and use that list as a starting 

point 

 Examples include: 

 When the deck crew is working on the boat or on the tow 

 Anytime there is a single Deckhand on tow 

 When approaching or transiting a bridge 

 When approaching or transiting a lock 

 When approaching a fleet  

o When facing up the boat to barges or a dock 

o When downstreaming 

o When skiff is launched, operated, or retrieved  

o When operating light boat near other equipment or the bank  

o When fueling the boat or barges 

o While docking a ship 

o When the deck crew is working around a shifting cable 

o Tug maneuvering  

o Anchoring 

o Taking pilots on/off 

o Conditions where a designated lookout would be used (heavy weather, heavy traffic, etc.) 

3. Other items to consider including in the procedure include: 

 Acknowledging the need for both Wheelman and the office to understand that some communications are 

required or urgent, while others are non-urgent, unnecessary, or distracting  

 Determining where to be specific versus where to be general  

o As is often the case with procedures, it is a balance 

o Providing examples can help 

o Advise Wheelmen that, if they need to ask if it is a sterile wheelhouse situation, it likely is 

 Tie the sterile wheelhouse procedure to your Stop Work Authority/Obligation procedure, since the 

presence of distractions for oneself or others during any important operation should trigger “Stop Work” 

 Address the fact that most Wheelmen have two cell phones that could provide unnecessary distractions – 

the boat phone and their personal phone 
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 Requiring communications in certain circumstances as part of broader guidance of when non-distracted 

focus is required (instead of just prohibiting communications in certain circumstances)  

 Providing guidelines for shoreside employees on contacting Wheelmen, which could include: 

o Designating the usual types of calls to the boat in your organization as “urgent” or “not urgent,” and 

outlining different processes for each 

o Asking “are you safe to talk” when the Wheelman picks up the phone 

o Arranging a time each day or each week when shoreside employees call with non-urgent information 

o Funneling all non-urgent calls through one point person familiar with the boat’s operations (ex: Port 

Captain) 

o Checking the boat’s location on AIS before calling to see if it is in a safe place 

o Training shoreside employees who frequently call the boat on your procedure and how to help 

Wheelmen manage distractions 

4. Tools to help maintain a Sterile Wheelhouse can include: 

 Faraday bags (cell phones, when placed in a faraday bag, cannot receive calls, texts, or notifications) 

 Texting the boat with non-urgent information, instead of calling  

 Using the “Do Not Disturb” or silent function on the phone  

 Encouraging the Captains to only check phones at certain times or intervals (i.e., every 30 minutes) 

 Using functions of existing electronic systems in the Wheelhouse to help manage distractions 

o For example, the electronic charting system can send navigation alerts just for the area the vessel is 

in, instead of the whole waterway system 

 Reminding Wheelmen, they can delegate communications to other crewmembers (for example, a 

member of the crew could help manage phone calls if s/he is not needed for other duties) 

 Understanding how different age groups react to, and manage, distractions from personal electronic 

devices differently 

 Training for Wheelmen and other crewmembers on your procedure and how to manage distractions 

 During Bridge Resource Management trainings (such as at Simulator sessions), include a distraction 

element into some of the scenarios 

 Adding to the Visitor Safety/Security Briefing a requirement that the crewmember doing the briefing 

check to see if the Wheelman is safe to accept visitors before they go up to the Wheelhouse  

 Asking your crews to help create the procedure through feedback on drills, discussions during Captains 

meetings, Simulator sessions, etc. 

 Investigating if distraction was a factor after incidents occur 

 Connecting distractions with fatigue (fatigue has been proven to make managing distractions more 

difficult)  


